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The high-resolution Fourier transform spectra of the DOCl molecule were recorded and analyzed in the region of theν1

and 2ν2 bands. Transitions belonging to theν1 and 2ν2 bands were assigned up toJmax = 55 and 46, respectively. The sets of
spectroscopic parameters of the (100) and (020) vibrational states obtained from the fit reproduce their energies derived from
the experimental data with accuracies close to experimental uncertainties.C© 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of hypochlorous acid is of great interest becaus
its probable important role in the balance of stratospheric oz
in polar regions (see, e.g., (1–3) and references therein). Ther
fore, laboratory spectroscopic investigations of this molecule
of interest too. As a consequence, HOCl spectra were stu
extensively, (see, e.g., (4–10)) and its intramolecular force field
was theoretically estimated (11–15). At the same time, there
were only a few investigations devoted to analysis of the sp
tra of deuterated hypochlorous acid (4, 16–18). The infrared
spectra of DOCl were recorded, for the first time, by Hedb
and Badger (4) at low resolution and later by Ashby (16) at
medium resolution. In Ref. (17) Mirri et al. reported four mi-
crowave transitions. In 1987 Deeley (18) presented the result
of the high-resolution analysis of all three fundamentals. In
case, the sets of spectroscopic parameters were determine
for the ground vibrational state and for the (100), (010), a
(001) excited states.

At the beginning, the goal of this study was high-resolut
spectroscopic analysis of the 2ν2 band of the DOCl molecule
However, we found that the experimental opportunities allow
us not only to analyze the 2ν2 band, but also to improve th
spectroscopic information both on the ground vibrational s
and on the (100) state. As a consequence, the results of the
lysis of the rotational energies of the (000), (100), and (0
vibrational states, which were derived from the experiment
recorded high-resolution spectra of theν1 and 2ν2 bands, are
presented in this paper. Section 2 is devoted to experime
details. Assignment of the recorded transitions and determ
tion of the ground state parameters is considered in Sectio
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The rotational structure of the upper (100) and (020) vibratio
states is discussed in Section 4.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The DOCl sample was prepared as described in Ref. (19) by
substituting D2O for H2O. The spectra were recorded at roo
temperature with a Bruker IFS 120HR Fourier-transform int
ferometer (Hefei, China), which is equipped with a path leng
adjustable multipass gas cell. For the 2ν2 band, a CaF2 beam
splitter and a Globar source were used. Two detectors, liq
nitrogen-cooled MCT and InSb, were used for the ranges be
and above 1800 cm−1, respectively. The unapodized resolutio
was 0.01 cm−1, and the Norton–Beer Medium apodization fun
tion was adopted in the Fourier transform. The mixed gas p
sure 840 Pa and the absorption path length 69 m were use
the measurement. The line positions were calibrated with th
of the H2O in the HITRAN 96 database. The accuracy of t
unblended not very weak and unsaturated lines was estim
to be 0.0006 cm−1. For illustration, a small part of the spec
trum is presented in Fig. 1. For theν1 band, a KBr beamsplit-
ter, a Globar source, and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled InSb dete
were used. The mixed gas pressure and absorption path le
were 166 Pa and 51 m, respectively. The unapodized res
tion was 0.005 cm−1, and the Norton–Beer weak apodizatio
function was used in the Fourier transform. Many HDO lin
were observed in this spectral region, which enables us to c
brate the line positions by comparing them with those listed
the GEISA 97 database. The accuracy of the unblended l
for this band was estimated to be 0.0003 cm−1, which is a lit-
tle bit higher than the corresponding value (0.0005 cm−1) in
5
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FIG. 1. A portion of the 2ν2 spectrum: a section of theb-type structure
and ther Q2 subbranch in the region 1855–1870 cm−1 are shown. See text fo
experimental details.

Ref. (18). It should be mentioned that in our measureme
we found the half-life of DOCl to be longer than 4 h, wh
Ref. (18) gives a value of only 2 min. Thus we were able to e
ily carry out more scans (for instance, 180 scans for theν1 band)
to record transitions with higher values of the quantum nu
ber J and to achieve higher accuracy in line positions than
Ref. (18). Three small pieces of the recorded spectra are sh
in Figs. 1–3. The35Cl and37Cl isotopes are present in natur
abundance in our DOCl samples. The signal to noise ratio o
DO37Cl is not good enough, so we focus our study on the DO35Cl
molecule.

FIG. 2. A portion of theν1 fundamental spectrum: ther Q3 subbranch. It
shows asymmetry splitting atJ = 24. See text for experimental details.
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FIG. 3. A portion of theν1 fundamental spectrum: ab-type structure and
high J= 47 lines are observed. See text for experimental details.

3. ASSIGNMENT OF TRANSITIONS AND GROUND
STATE PARAMETERS

DOCl is a near-prolate asymmetric top molecule with theCs

symmetry, and any of its three vibrational coordinates is of theA′

type. As a consequence, any of the vibrational–rotational ban
contains absorption lines arising from transitions of two type
a andb. In fact, the bands analyzed in this work,ν1 and 2ν2,
show botha andb structures with comparable linestrengths.

The first step of the study began with the assignment of tra
sitions belonging to the 2ν2 band. Transitions were assigned o
the basis of the ground state combination differences meth
and the ground state parameters (I r representation,A-reduction)
were taken from Table I of Ref. (18). In this case, we found
that the transitions with considerably higher values of quantu
numberJ can be assigned in our experimental spectra. So it w
expected that ground state combination differences with high
values of quantum numberJ than those in Ref. (18) can be con-
structed on the basis of the assigned transitions, and as a co
quence, the ground state parameters can be slightly improve
comparison with the parameters of Ref. (18). On this reason, the
ground state combination differences were reanalyzed. To m
the ground state combination differences obtained from the 2ν2

band more correctly, we reanalyzed theν1 band as well.
As a result of the analysis, 2398 transitions with the qua

tum numbersJmax= 55,K max
a = 9 and 2015 transitions with the

quantum numbersJmax= 46, K max
a = 7 were assigned to theν1

and 2ν2 bands, respectively (statistical information concernin
the studied bands is given in Table 1; Figs. 1–3 show small pa
of the recorded spectra with the assignment of some sets of tr
sitions). For comparison, it should be noted that in Ref. (18)
transitions withJmax= 40 andK max

a = 8 were assigned to theν1

band.
On the basis of transitions assigned from the bandsν1 and

2ν2, more than 4000 ground state combination differenc
y Academic Press
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TABLE 1
Statistical Information Concerning Studied Bands

of the DOCl Molecule

a ntr is the number of assigned transitions.
b Nl is the number of obtained upper energies.
c Here mi = ni /Nl × 100% (i = 1, 2, 3), and n1, n2, and n3 are

the numbers of upper energies for which differencesδ= Eexp−
Ecalc satisfy the conditionsδ ≤ 8× 10−4 cm−1, 8× 10−4 cm−1<δ ≤
15× 10−4 cm−1, and 15× 10−4 cm−1<δ, respectively.

1E[ J′K ′aK′c]−E[ J KaKc] (for comparison, 1617 ones in the Ref. (18)) of
the types1J = 0,1Ka=+1,1Kc= 0; 1J= 0,1Ka=+1,
1Kc=−2; 1J= 0, 1Ka=+2, 1Kc=−2; 1J=+2,
1Ka= 0, 1Kc=+2; 1J=+2, 1Ka=−1, 1Kc=+2;
1J=+2, 1Ka=+1, 1Kc=+2; 1J=+2, 1Ka=+1,
1Kc= 0;1J=+2,1Ka=+2,1Kc= 0 were constructed and
then used in the fitting procedure together with four microwa
transitions from (17). Since the Q-branches in both of the an
lyzed bands are very dense, a lot of lines are blended, so we
not use the Q-branch transitions in the construction of comb
tion differences. As a consequence, “experimental” ground s
combination differences with1J = 1 were not used in the fit
Moreover, to make the solution of the problem more suitable
physics, in the fit we used the mean values of combination
ferences instead of their real “experimental” values. In this ca
the mean values of combination differences with lower valu
of the quantum numbersJ andKa (J ≤ 26− 28, Ka ≤ 5) were
determined from 4–6 individual values; for the combination d
ferences with higherJ andKa—from 1 to 3 individual values.
Finally, 732 “experimental” mean values withJmax= 50 and
K max

a = 8 were involved into the fit procedure.
The fit was made with the asymmetric-top Hamiltonian in t

form [1] (I r representation,A-reduction)
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H = E +
[

A− 1

2
(B+ C)

]
J2

z +
1

2
(B+ C)J2+ 1

2
(B− C)

× J2
xy−1K J4

z −1J K J2
z J2−1J J4− δK

[
J2

z , J2
xy

]
+

− 2δJ J2J2
xy+ HK J6

z + HK J J4
z J2+ HJ K J2

z J4+ HJ J6

+ [J2
xy, hK J4

z

]
+ + L K J8

z + L K K J J6
z J2

+ L K J J4
z J4+ · · · ; [1]

hereJ2
xy = J2

x − J2
y , andJ2 =∑α J2

α .
Parameters of the ground vibrational state derived from the

are presented in column 2 of Table 2 together with their 1σ sta-
tistical confidence intervals. For comparison, earlier data fro
Ref. (18) are shown in column 3. It shows good correlation be
tween our results and the data from Ref. (18).

We believe that our parameters are physically meaningful, b
cause they reproduce the ground state combination differenc
which correspond to high values of the quantum numberJ, with
a mean accuracy of 0.0005–0.0006 cm−1, which is close to ex-
perimental uncertainties. The four microwave transitions fro
(17) are reproduced with our parameters with experimental a
curacy as well.

4. UPPER VIBRATIONAL STATES (100) AND (020)

At the second step of the study, rovibrational energies
the vibrational states (100) and (020) were obtained from t

TABLE 2
Rotational Parameters of the Ground

Vibrational States of the DOCl Molecule (in
cm−1) a,b

a Values in parentheses are the 1σ statistical confidence
intervals.

b rmsdeviation is 0.00053 cm−1.
y Academic Press
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TABLE 3
Experimental Rovibrational Energy Levels for the (100) Vibrational State of the DOCl Molecule (in cm−1) a

a1 is the experimental uncertainty of the energy value, equal to one standard deviation in units of 10−4 cm−1; δ is the difference
Eexp− Ecalc, also in units of 10−4 cm−1; 1 is not quoted when the energy value was obtained from only one transition.
Copyright C© 2001 by Academic Press
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TABLE 3—Continued
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TABLE 3—Continued
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assigned experimental transitions and the set of the gro
state rotational energies derived in the previous section. In
case, 668 energies withJmax= 55 andK max

a = 9 were deter-
mined for the (100) vibrational state (in Ref. (18) Jmax= 40 and
K max

a = 8) and 528 energies withJmax= 46 andK max
a = 7 were

obtained for the (020) state (see also statistical informatio
Table 1). The energies obtained are presented in column
Tables 3 and 4. In this case, since the energiesE[ J,Ka,Kc=J−Ka]

and E[ J,Ka,Kc=J−Ka+1] (Ka = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) of the state
(100) and (020), which derived from the experimental data
equal in pairs, Tables 3 and 4 present only one energy from
pair.

Before the fitting of the obtained energies, analysis of poss
resonance interactions may be interesting and useful. As ca
seen from Table 3 of (15), the 2ν2 band of the DOCl molecule i
located far from any other vibrational band. As a conseque
the Hamiltonian in the form of Eq. [1] is suitable for descr
tion of its rovibrational structure. However, theν1 band (the
band center is 2665.58 cm−1) is located very close to the oth
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band, namely, 3ν2 (in accordance with (15), the band center is
2702.8 cm−1). Rotational and centrifugal distortion parame
ters of the (030) state can be estimated very easily on the
sis of the known information about the corresponding param
ters of the (010) state from Ref. (18) and the ground state and
(020) excited state from the present study with the simple eq
tion

P0v0 = P000+ p1v + p2v
2, [2]

whereP0v0 is any of the rotational parameters (A, B,C) or the
centrifugal distortion parameter of the Watson-type Hamiltoni
in Eq. [1] for the vibrational state (0v0); P000 is the correspond-
ing parameter of the ground vibrational state; coefficientsp1 and
p2 describe the vibrational dependence of the rotational and c
trifugal distortion parameters. In this case, in accordance w
the general principles of the rotational–vibrational theory (se
e.g., Refs. (20, 21)), it must be fulfilled thatP000À p1À p2.
by Academic Press
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TABLE 4
Experimental Rovibrational Energy Levels for the (020) Vibrational State of the DOCl Molecule (in cm−1) a

a4 is the experimental uncertainty of the energy value, equal to one standard deviation is units of 10−4 cm−1; δ is the difference
Eexp− Ecalc, also in units of 10−4 cm−1; 4 is not quoted when the energy value was obtained from only one transition.
Copyright C© 2001 by Academic Press
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TABLE 4—Continued
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It should be mentioned that the values of theP030 param-
eters were estimated in two different ways. On one hand
three type parameters,P000, p1, and p2, were estimated from
the experimental values of the corresponding parameters o
(000), (010), and (020) vibrational states. On the other ha
the values ofp2 were omitted and pairs of the parametersP000

and p1 were estimated from the fits of triads of correspon
ing parameters of the (000), (010), and (020) vibrational sta
Then both sets of the estimated parameters were used t
timate the values of energies of the (030) vibrational sta
It should be noted that calculations gave close results in b
cases. In this case, it was found that for any set of ener
E[ J,Ka,Kc=J−Ka] or E[ J,Ka,Kc=J+1−Ka] (with the fixed value of
the quantum numberKa) the possibility of resonance inter
action between the (100) and (030) vibrational states is v
small except for the setE[ J,Ka=2,Kc=J−2](100), which is crossed
with the setE[ J,Ka=1,Kc=J] of the (030) vibrational state at
quantum numberJ close to 29–30 (see Table 5). As a co
clusion, it is possible to expect the appearance of the Co
lis type resonance interaction in the experimentally recor
spectrum. And actually, if one will fit the only set of energi
E[ J,Ka=2,Kc=J−2] of the (100) state, minor peculiarities can b
seen for the energiesE[30,2,28], E[31,2,29]. But these peculiari-
ties (their values are about 0.0015–0.0020 cm−1) are only a
little bit larger than the experimental uncertainties, so we
not succeed in the attempt to assign the corresponding tra
ed
TABLE 6
Spectroscopic Parameters of Some Vibrational States of the DOCl Molecule (in cm−1)a

a Values in parentheses are the 1σ statistical confidence intervals. ThehK parameter of the (100) state (column 3), which is present
without confidence interval, was fixed to the value of thehK parameter of the ground vibrational state.
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TABLE 5
Some Vibrational–Rotational Energies of the (100) and (030)

States of the DOCl Molecule (in cm−1)

tions belonging to the 3ν2 band caused by the resonance int
actions.

Finally, rovibrational energies of both the (100) and (02
states were fitted with the Hamiltonian of an isolated vib
tional state, Eq. [1]. Parameters obtained from the fit are
sented in columns 3 and 6 of Table 6 together with theirσ
Academic Press
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n,
TABLE 7
Some Rovibrational Line Positions in the ν1 Band of the DOCl Molecule

aδ= νexp.− νcalc., whereνexp. andνcalc. is the experimental and calculated value of the line positio
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statistical confidence intervals. For comparison, parameter
the (100) and (010) vibrational states from Ref. (18) are given in
columns 4 and 5 of that table, respectively. Column 2 gives
parameters of the ground vibrational state from Table 2. One
see that our set of parameters of the (100) state correlates
the corresponding set of parameters from Ref. (18). At the same
time, it should be mentioned that our parameters reproduce
experimental line positions, which correspond to higher val
of quantum numberJ, with better accuracy. For an illustration
column 3 of Table 7 presents some experimental line positi
of theν1 band. The column 4 of that table shows the differen
1 = νexp. − νcalc., whereνcalc. are the values of correspondin
line positions calculated on the basis of our parameters f
columns 2 and 3 of Table 6. Results of calculations with
parameters from Ref. (18) are given in column 5 of Table 7.

We believe that the parameters of the states (100) and (
obtained in the present paper are meaningful in physics beca

(1) Both the parameters of the (100) state and the parame
of the (020) state (with the exception ofA,1K , δK , HK , and
hK ) are close to the values of corresponding parameter
the ground vibrational state. At the same time, parame
A,1K , δK , HK , andhK are increased anomaly strongly wit
the increasing vibrational quantum numberv2, i .e., they show
the behavior which is typical for bands belonging to a “so
bending vibration, Ref. (21).

(2) The set of parameters derived from the fit reproduces
initial “experimental” upper energies with the accuracies clo
to experimental uncertainties (for illustration, see the statist
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information in columns 6–8 of Table 1 and column 4 of Table
and 4).

5. CONCLUSION

The high-resolution Fourier transform spectra of the DO
molecule were recorded and analyzed in the region of theν1 and
2ν2 bands. Transitions belonging to theν1 and 2ν2 bands were
assigned up toJmax= 55 and 46, respectively. On this basi
a set of the ground state rotational and centrifugal distort
parameters was determined. The sets of spectroscopic p
meters of the (100) and (020) vibrational states obtained fr
the fit reproduce their rovibrational energies derived from t
experimental data with the accuracies close to experime
uncertainties.
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